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Introduction 21 22
The internal representation of sensory events is fundamental to the perception of the external 23 world and adaptive behaviour. Such a representation is achieved in a spatial distribution of 24 neuronal activation which initiates communication across spatially distributed brain areas (cf. 25 Fries, 2015). Rhythmic neuronal activity or oscillations have been regarded as a key mechanism 26 in the process of neural communication in different species (Buzaki, 2006) , for instance by 27 sequencing information into temporal processing windows (cf. Lopes da Silva, 1991), and by 28 linking neural assemblies through phase coherence (Tallon-Baudry, 2003; Fries, 2005 Fries, , 2015 . 29
Oscillatory neural activity has been associated with various brain functions (motor action, 30 Salenius and Hari, 2003 ; consciousness, Ward, 2003 ; learning and memory, Kahana, 2006 ; 31 motivation and reward, Knyazev, 2007 ; attention, Klimesch, 2012) and is well characterized for 32 the sensory systems (visual, auditory, somatosensory, and olfactory) in various species (cf. 33 Koepsell et al., 2010) , although the gustatory system is notably absent from this list. Only 34 recently have findings provided evidence of the role of slow-wave synchronized activity in taste 35 processing in rodents (Pavao et al., 2014) , whereas no studies at all have characterized the time-36 frequency dynamics of the human gustatory system. 37 38 This lack of knowledge of the frequency by which information is transmitted within the human 39 gustatory system surely does not reflect the importance of the gustatory system. On the contrary, 40 the ability to taste ensures an organism's survival by enabling the identification of nutrients and 41 avoidance of toxins via a discrimination of taste categories (often referred to as taste qualities). 42
Accordingly, taste categories have been associated with carbohydrates (sweet), electrolytes 43 (salty), acids (sour) or alkaloids (bitter). In rodents, distinct receptors on the tongue respond to 44 chemicals signifying each taste category (Chandrashekar et al., 2006) neurons (Stapleton et al., 2006) . Notwithstanding the unresolved issue of how taste categories are 51 encoded along the peripheral gustatory pathway, at the level of gustatory cortex, however, taste 52 information can be decoded from dynamic activity patterns obtained from neuronal ensembles 53 (Jones et al., 2007) and local field potentials (Pavao et al., 2014) in rodents, and large-scale EEG 54 scalp recordings in humans (Crouzet et al., 2015) . The availability of taste information from 55 large-scale recordings enables investigations of the time-frequency dynamics of cortical 56 information transfer in taste perception. 57
58
For our investigation, we recorded multi-channel head-surface electroencephalography (EEG) in 59 human participants while they detected salty, sweet, sour, or bitter solutions, in order to 60 investigate the neural mechanism by which the human gustatory system encodes taste 61 information. First, we investigated whether the taste-evoked electrophysiological response would 62 selectively engage a specific frequency band, given that frequency-specific neuronal signatures 63 have been observed in other sensory systems (Koepsell et al., 2010) . Since participants received 64 four different tastants, we were further able to test whether taste-specific content is represented in 65 the frequency-specific activity. Second, because such an observation may not be a mere by-66 product of network activity, but bear functional relevance for perceptual decisions (Harmony, 67 2013), we hypothesized that the timing of the neural gustatory response would predict the timing 68 at which participants detect a taste. Third, because task dependency has been reported with 69 respect to taste-related behavioural responses in humans (Halpern, 1986; Bujas et al., 1989) and 70 cortical activation in rodents (Fontanini and Katz, 2009 ), we probed the flexibility of human 71 gustatory processing by comparing taste-evoked neural responses between the speeded detection 72 task presented here and a previously reported delayed categorization task (Crouzet et al., 2015) . Tastants were prepared as aqueous solutions with a clear taste by dissolving 3.8 g salt (salty; 87 NaCl, from a local supermarket), 0.75 g citric acid (sour; SAFC, CAS#77-92-9), 15 g sugar 88 (sweet; sucrose, from a local supermarket), 0.08 g quinine monohydrate (bitter; Honeywell 89 Fluka®, CAS#207671-44-1) and 2 g Splenda® (sweet; Tate & Lyle) in 100 ml of distilled water. 90
Splenda trials were not included in the present analysis. Taste stimuli were 210 µl aliquots 91 embedded in a regular stream of water pulses and delivered over a 900 ms period in the form of 92 aerosol pulses to the anterior part of the extended tongue (Crouzet et al., 2015) . Importantly, 93 participants kept a slightly opened jaw and an extended tongue during the experiment, which 94 inhibits oromotor behaviour such as tongue, lip or jaw movements and requires no swallowing of 95 the liquids. Notably, this protocol further prevents innate craniofacial responses of the lower 96 facial area, which are known to vary between non-sweet tastes (Rosenstein and Oster, 1988) . 97 98 Experimental procedure. Each trial started with a central black fixation cross on gray background 99 presented for a variable amount of time (0.8-1.5 s) on a 24" thin film transistor (TFT) screen 100 placed at a distance of 45 cm in front of the participant. The fixation cross instructed participants 101 to refrain from any movements; it remained on screen during taste stimulation (0.9 s) until the 102 end of the response-time measurement (2.1 s). Participants were instructed to press a button on a 103 serial response box (Psychological Software Tools, Inc.) with the right or left index finger as 104 soon as they tasted anything (simple response-time task). Response hands were switched between 105 blocks and the starting hand was counterbalanced across participants. The fixation cross was then 106 replaced by the instruction to rate the intensity and pleasantness of the taste, by moving the 107 mouse cursor along a visual analogue scale that was labelled at the end points with "no 108 sensation" and "extremely intense" and "extremely unpleasant" to "extremely pleasant", 109 respectively. The rating procedure lasted 8 s and was followed by a blank screen for 9 s to 110 minimize adaptation. Overall, 300 taste stimuli (60 per tastant) were presented in pseudo-random 111 order over the course of six experimental blocks. The experiment lasted approximately 120 112 minutes including breaks between blocks and an initial training during which participants were 113 familiarized with the procedure. Participants were presented with brown noise via noise-isolating 114 in-earphones to mask any auditory cues from the spray pulses. Components representing common ocular, cardiac or muscular artefacts were subtracted from the 135 data. Lastly, the data were re-referenced to the average of all channels. 136 137
Experimental design and statistical analysis 138
We employed a within-subjects design with one factor (taste category) with four levels (salty, 139 sour, bitter, sweet). All analyses were conducted within participants and are described in more 140 detail in the respective subsections below. The wavelet transformation was performed in 141 MATLAB using EEGLAB, decoding was implemented with custom scripts in R (R-Core-Team, 142 2017). 143 144
Time-frequency decomposition 145
To obtain a time-frequency representation of the EEG data, we computed the spectral power and 146 phase angles via continuous Morlet wavelet transforms of single trials for the frequency range 147 from 1 to 100 Hz in 40 logarithmically spaced steps). We increased the length of the wavelets 148 linearly from 1 cycle at 1 Hz, to 15 cycles at 100 Hz to optimize the trade-off between temporal 149 resolution at lower frequencies and spectral precision at higher frequencies. The convolution was 150 After identification of the frequency band that contained taste information, we performed an 182 MVPA which incorporated both power and phase characteristics to compare taste information 183 coding between the task reported in the current study (hereafter, active or speeded taste detection) 184 with a previously reported task, during which participants were to taste the stimuli and to 185 discriminate tastes only after presentation (hereafter, passive or delayed taste discrimination; 186 Crouzet et al., 2015) . For this, we isolated the signal via zero-phase Hamming-windowed sinc 187 finite impulse response (FIR) filter (−6 dB cutoff, maximum passband deviation of 0.2%, 188 stopband attenuation of −53 dB). Epochs were resampled to 100 Hz to match the temporal 189 resolution of the wavelet analysis, and filtering was performed on epochs from −1.2 s up to 2.5 s 190 to minimize aliasing before reducing the epochs to the −0.2 to 1.5 s interval of interest. The 191 decoding procedure was performed as described above (see Taste discrimination analysis). 
Controlling for the influence of motor activation 198
To ensure that the classifiers were not using information related to the motor response in order to 199 discriminate between the tastes, we ran a control analysis in which we repeated the multiclass 200 MVPA with a careful separation of response sides. Here, we trained the classifiers to discriminate 201 between tastes by means of the electrophysiological patterns of trials with a left button press, and 202 tested their performance on patterns of trials with a right button press, and vice versa (out of 203 sample classification). If the classification performance was comparable to the performance 204 found for taste decoding this would demonstrate that the classifier is independent of motor 205 activation and that it indeed used taste-specific information. 206 207
Correspondence between neural and behavioural responses 208
To test whether the neural taste signal predicts taste detection times, we estimated signal onsets 209 for single trials. We performed the MVPA within a taste category to discriminate a trial against 210 its water baseline (average of 200 ms prestimulus). This analysis is ideal for estimating the 211 classification performance independently of the contrast to the other tastes, and the decoding task 212 closely resembled the taste-detection task that participants performed. We applied the same CV 213 and tuning protocol as for the previous analyses. Trials without responses or with responses faster 214 than 100 ms were excluded (3.5% of trials). To determine the time at which taste patterns 215 emerged at the level of single trials, we used a strict adjustment procedure. To account for cases 216 in which the correct label may be assigned by chance, we estimated for each correct decision a 217 decoder's confidence through Platt scaling (Platt, 1999) and computed the lower 5 th percentile of 218 this confidence estimate for each C parameter (regularization shrinks confidence). The onset 219 within a trial (i.e. the emergence of a pattern which successfully distinguishes a taste from water) 220 was determined as the earliest point before a motor response at which the decoder's decision was 221 correct for at least 100 ms and with a confidence level above the (C-dependent) 5 th percentile 222 threshold. Trials without such a streak of correct classification were removed from the analysis 223 (17.4% of trials). We computed hierarchical linear mixed regression models to examine the link 224 between the estimated onsets as the predictor of response times. We defined the intercepts as 225 random effects at the second level (participants), and the intercepts and slopes as random effects 226 at the third level (tastes). To examine whether the emerging patterns could be linked to other taste 227 features besides taste identity, we also computed analogous models with participants' rating 228 scores of taste intensity and pleasantness as the dependent variable. We report the fixed effects 229 with their standard errors and estimated p-values, using (χ 2 -distributed) likelihood ratio-tests 230 against the restricted (intercept-only) null models. 231 232 RESULTS 233
Taste information encoded by delta activity 234
To investigate the encoding of taste information at a specific frequency, we used SVM classifiers 235 at each time and frequency step to decode the four tastes using either the spectral power ( Fig. 1A ) 236 or the phase angles (Fig. 1C ). We found significant clusters of increased classification 237 performance in the lower part of the frequency spectrum. The classifiers decoded taste-specific 238 information from the activation patterns of the spectral power in a major cluster largely contained 239 within the 1 to 4 Hz band (30 to 1160 ms; AUC max = 56.4%±1.2, p < .0001, at 1.4 Hz and 360 240 ms; Fig 1B) , which extended into the 8-12 Hz range between 480 and 860 ms. Similarly, 241 decoding of the phase angles revealed a major cluster contained within the frequency spectrum 242 below 8 Hz (10 to 1260 ms; AUC max = 64.3%±2.0, p < .0001, at 2.9 Hz and 300 ms; Fig 1D) . 243
This finding suggests that taste identity is encoded mainly by power and phase in the delta-244 frequency range (1-4 Hz), and therefore, the subsequent analysis focused solely on this 245 frequency. 246
247
To optimize temporal precision, we decoded taste identity information from the electrical 248 recordings after band-pass zero-phase FIR filtering (0.5-4.5Hz±1; order: 330) to isolate delta 249 activity from other frequencies. We identified the earliest point of significant above-chance 250 classification performance at 130 ms (AUC = 53.0%±1.4, p = .005); it lasted until the end of the 251 epoch (AUC max = 63.7%±1.7, p < .0001, at 450 ms; Fig. 1E ). Moreover, in contrast to the 252 unfiltered recordings, the delta-encoded signal yielded higher classification performance 253 throughout the epoch, suggesting an overall improved signal-to-noise ratio (AUC maxdiff = 5.3% at 254 460 ms, p = .007; cf. Fig. 1E ). Notably, taste patterns appeared to emerge earlier during this 255 active, speeded taste-detection task than in a previously reported study, in which participants 256 passively tasted and gave delayed taste categorization responses (Crouzet et al., 2015). To test 257 this, we applied the multi-class decoding analysis reported here using the FIR filtered 258 electrophysiological recordings obtained during the passive tasting task and compared the 259 findings ( Fig. 1F ). We found that classification performance reached significance 40 ms later in 260 the passive task, compared to the active one (at 170 ms, AUC = 52.6%±1.4, p = .022). The 261 classification performance of the active task was significantly higher than the passive task during 262 the periods from 140 to 170 ms and from 320 to 360 ms (all p < .0001; AUC maxdiff = 4.7% at 160 263 ms). In contrast, the classification performance of the passive task was significantly higher in 264 later periods from 740 to 860 ms and from 950 to 990 ms (all p < .0001; AUC maxdiff = 4.7% at 265 790 ms). Together, these findings indicate that the taste response pattern is susceptible to task 266 demands. 267
268
To exclude the possibility that the classifiers were using motor-related activation to solve the 269 multi-taste discrimination, we reiterated the procedure by carefully separating the response sides, 270 so that classifiers were trained on patterns from trials with right-sided responses and tested on 271 patterns of trials with left-sided responses, and vice versa. We found highly similar performance 272 curves for classifiers trained on right-and left-sided responses with above-chance classification 273 starting at 130 ms for most of the time range for both response sides (training left, testing right: 274 AUC onset = 53.6%±1.0, p = .022, AUC max = 61.0%±1.3 at 520 ms; training right, testing left: 275 AUC onset = 53.6%±1.1, p = .026; AUC max = 63.0%±1.7 at 400 ms; Figure 1G ). Importantly, the 276 performance curves for response-side and taste decoding were highly similar as well (compare 277 Figures 1E and 1G) . The interchangeability of the response side topographies during 278 classification confirms that the taste discriminability within the delta spectrum was independent 279 of motor activation. 280
281
The emergence of taste-evoked delta activity is predictive of taste detection responses 282
The above findings indicate delta activation as an electrophysiological signature of taste-283 information coding. To test whether there was a systematic link between these patterns and taste 284 detection times, we computed multi-level linear mixed models between the onset of delta-285 encoded taste information and response times. We used SVM classifiers to discriminate each trial 286 from its baseline period water rinse, which closely matched the taste-detection task that 287 participants performed in a given trial ( Fig. 2A) . We found a highly significant positive 288 relationship between the onsets of taste-pattern decoding and taste detection response times (β = 289 .32±.03, To determine whether the observed delta activity was encoding taste identity rather than taste 296 intensity or valence, we computed analogous mixed linear models using the intensity and 297 pleasantness ratings as dependent variables. We observed no significant relationship between the 298 onsets of taste-pattern decoding (quantified in ms) and intensity ratings (β = −.004±.002, 299 information may indicate the mechanism by which the human brain communicates within such a 323 spatially distributed and highly interconnected system. Delta oscillations have been found to 324 originate in the primate insula (Mesulam and Mufson, 1982) , and they play a role in food-related 325 arousal such as craving and reward (cf. Knyazev, 2007 Knyazev, , 2012 . We supplement this knowledge 326 with evidence of a novel role of delta activity in coding taste information in the human brain. 327
Here, the slow-wave activity subsides with the offset of stimulation. Given the successful and 328 improved classification of the taste quality information from the spectral signatures after 329 attenuation of non-delta frequencies, we interpret this finding in accordance with the literature on 330 slow rhythmic activity, which has been suggested to subserve the sequencing of a sensory 331 experience into discrete processing entities (Colgin, 2013; Wilson et al., 2015) . Accordingly, 332 each processing cycle coordinates through its phase the activation of cell populations that 333 represent specific experiential aspects, whereas the cycle sequence links the individual segments 334 to maintain the integrity of the experience. Through phase coherence (phase-coordinated 335 activity), phase-segregated information bits become accessible to distant brain areas. Our findings 336 suggest that delta activity contributes the candidate frequency with which such distinct 337 information packages are transmitted from the same taste episode across the long spatial 338 trajectory of the taste network. This interpretation will benefit from additional 339 electrocorticographical data and modelling. In line with the notion that phase coherence 340 coordinates neuronal activation, we found that the phase encoded more information than its 341 amplitude. More than a means of coordinating clearly defined bits of information, in sensory 342 cortices, the functional role of slow oscillations has been proposed as an internal reference frame 343 which stabilizes the encoding of natural stimuli, thereby fostering perceptual robustness (Panzeri 344 et al., 2014) . This notion is especially intriguing for the chemical senses, for which sensory 345 representations have to be formed in environments with a high degree of (temporal) uncertainty 346 (cf. Jiang et al., 2017) . Among other factors, the gustatory system encounters noise as sensory 347 inputs originate from different spatial locations within the oral cavity over an extended period of 348 mastication and swallowing with no precisely timed stimulus. Indeed, the action potentials of 349 (chemo-)sensory neurons are much more precisely timed than the chemical stimulation they 350 respond to. When these action potentials are summed over long time windows, sensory 351 information is at risk to be degraded or lost. Accordingly, an oscillatory reference frame may act 352 as a pacemaker, which helps decode the incoming information from finely timed spike patterns 353 (Panzeri et al., 2014) . Thus, the gustatory system, like the olfactory, would benefit particularly 354 from slow rhythmic activity as a means of attaining perceptual robustness. 355
356
To determine whether delta-encoded taste information is in fact used for perceptual decisions, we 357 correlated the onset of delta activity with the behavioral response time in each trial. This onset 358 predicted when participants detected a given taste, such that a more rapid pattern-emergence 359 corresponded to faster response behavior. Importantly, we excluded the possibility of decoding 360 performance being confounded by motor signals through careful cross-response side validation. 361
This apparent neural-behavioral link aligns well with the aforementioned notion that slow 362 oscillations are not just a by-product of network processing, but have functional significance for 363 the perceptual integration and temporal alignment of sensory inputs through coherence (e.g. via 364 delay-based synchrony detection). Moreover -although the units by which neurons encode 365 information are precisely timed spike patterns within a range of a few milliseconds -the 366 behaviorally relevant information may very well extend over hundreds of milliseconds. 367 Therefore, slow rhythmic patterns can encode information that is not available in local spike 368 counts (Kayser et al., 2012) , and thus enable other brain structures to extract relevant sensory 369 information which informs decisions or concomitant perceptual states (Wilson et al., 2015) . 370
Indeed, the present data provide evidence of such a link between the timing of delta activity and 371 subsequent behavior. 372
373
To test whether the timing of the earliest sensory taste-response is independent of behavioral 374 demands, we compared the decoding performance between two different tasks: a fast paced, 375 speeded taste-detection task (reported here) and a slow paced, delayed taste-categorization task 376 (Crouzet et al., 2015). We found earlier and stronger delta-encoded taste discriminability in the 377 speeded and more sustained taste discriminability in the delayed task, suggesting that neural taste 378 responses are contingent upon behavioral goals. Task-dependent latency differences in event-379 related potentials have been observed previously for other modalities, although it remains unclear 380 whether these effects reflect actual shifts in the availability of information. The observed 381 flexibility in taste-information coding accords well with the observation that gustatory cortical 382 activity varies greatly with expectation and focus of attention in rodents (Fontanini and Katz, 383 2009 ). Our findings show that the degree and speed at which the taste system categorizes stimuli 384 is likely to be tuned to situational demands, thereby enabling adaptive behaviour. 385
386
In summary, we present evidence of activation in the delta-frequency range as an 387 electrophysiological signature of taste processing in humans. We show that taste-specific content 388 can be discerned from these signatures, which predict perceptual decisions and align flexibly with 389 task requirements. classification performance between active and passive task; colour-coded dashed vertical lines 535 indicate task-specific starting times of significant multi-taste discrimination (remainder as in E). 536 G) Motor-control task. Response mappings were separated for the training and test set, i.e. the 537 decoder was trained on trials with a left button press, and tested on trials with a right button press 538 (and vice versa). Successful classification demonstrates that motor-related activity is irrelevant to 539 the multi-taste discrimination (remainder as in E). predictive of taste responses. A) SVM classifiers were trained within participants at each time 546 point on the patterns of N-1 trials, in order to decode taste and water in the left-out trial (each trial 547 was matched with its water baseline average). This classification task closely corresponds to the 548 taste-detection task participants performed (press as soon as you taste something). Colour-coded 549 solid lines: mean AUC across participants, surrounding shaded regions ± 1 SEM; colour-coded 550 
